
 

Title: The Bible’s Instruction on Encouraging Each Other 

 

should be a daily/non-stopping Christian action toward one 

another-- like the trinity of non-stop actions toward God --“Rejoice 

always, pray always, be grateful always.” 1 Thess. 5:16-18 -- 

 

Add on “Praise” -- Proverbs 27:3-- Let someone else praise 

(admire, commend, lift up) you, not your own mouth; a stranger, 

not you own lips.” -- Quote from commentary--Parrotts on praising 

spouses-- Iphone 

 

Personal: My number one encourager/praiser of me-- Lynn-- when 

ministry got difficult, success seemed far away -- example-- early 

years when church was very small, and meetings were thin--  

 

Commands in scripture for us to encourage/exhort each other-- 

(some--(6), not all) 

 

• 1 Thess. 5:11--“Therefore encourage one another and build 

up one another, just as you also are doing.”  

 

• 1 Thess. 5:14--To church leaders: “We urge you, brothers 

and sisters, warn/admonish the lazy/undisciplined, 

encourage/exhort the fainthearted/discouraged, help/assist 

the weak, be patient with everyone.”  

 

• Heb. 3:13--“But encourage one another day after day, as 

long as it is still called ‘Today,’ so that none of you will be 

hardened by the deceitfulness of sin.”  

 

***Orthodox Jewish Bible-- But give one another strength daily-- 

 



• Heb. 10:25-- “and let us consider how to stimulate 

(paroxysm--impulse, excitement, call to action) each other 

toward love and good deeds, not abandoning our own 

gathering together, as some normally do, but encouraging 

one another, and all the more as you see the day drawing 

near.” “stimulate”-- stir, excite, stir up into action  -- why the 

encouragement here--so that we will radiate love and good 

deeds  

 

• Prophets are to be specialists in encouraging people 

through the gift of prophecy-- Acts 15:32--“Judas and 

Silas, also being prophets themselves, encouraged/exhorted 

and strengthened the brothers and sisters with their words1 

Cor. 14:31--To those who prophecy in church meetings--“For 

you can all prophesy one by one, so that all may be built up 

and all may be encouraged/exhorted.” -- three functions of 

NT prophecy-- edification, exhortation/encouragement, 

comfort-- 

 

What really is the biblical action of encouragement, how is it 

different from praise?  

 

Unpack the biblical word for “encourage” parakaleo-- 

“encourage” -- to summon to be alongside the summoner 

(example: Jesus and Peter--)  -- “to persuade, to urge forward” -- 

“to call to or for, to exhort” -- “an invitation to come and be 

present” -- to urge someone to achieve a desired outcome -- to 

comfort or console in the midst of a hard situation -- to come 

alongside someone who is in emotional distress 

 

Praise is simply openly speaking about the accomplishments of 

others. NEEDED! 

 

English meaning: to inspire with courage or hope. Also, to spur 

on or to stimulate  



 

Example: Jonathan and his fears about money --  

 

Encouragement Has An Opposite--  

 

*****Opposite is discouragement--  

 

Greek for discouraged-- Athumeo-- to lose heart, to be broken in 

spirit, to be downcast--to be without spirit (thumos--to be heated 

up, to have passion) -- depressed, oppressed 

 

What atmosphere do we live in? -- our home? Our workplace? 

Our churches?  

 

3 Biblical examples of discouragement/encouragement 

dynamic: 

 

• Joshua 10:25 -- Fear not, and don’t be discouraged. Be strong 

and of good courage-- for the Lord will fight for you…”  Put 

confidence/courage into Joshua 

• Acts 18:9-- Biblical example of 

discouragement/encouragement--“And the Lord said to Paul 

in the night by a vision, ‘Do not be afraid any longer; but go 

on speaking and do not be silent; for I am with you, because I 

have many people in this city.” Put courage into Paul  

• Colossians 3:21-- “Fathers, do not exasperate (frustrate) your 

children (overcorrect) so that they won’t become 

discouraged/lost heart.” Put courage/confidence into your kid 

 

Joyce!  

 

Practical Applications: Biblically, what does encouragement 

do? --  

 



1. It counteracts the effects of discouragement, opposite of  

encouragement-- means to say or act toward another person 

to hinder, frustrate, restrain, or negate that person’s 

expression of personality (assuming “good” traits) -- 

discouragement fills people with fear, doubt, low self-esteem, 

inability to take a risk, and a sense of inadequacy -- “I can’t”  

2. It keeps the heart strong, courageous, and moving forward in 

God vs. --losing heart, defeated by disappointment, giving up 

and giving in then to sin --  

3. It spurs us on (gives us energy) to radiate love and good 

works 

4. It gives God’s strength and courage to others.  

 

 

Who needs encouragement?  

 

1. The fainthearted--the discouraged, the ones who have “lost 

heart” temporarily or for a long time 

2. Those who are pursuing God or something God wants but 

have been attacked by fear and are struggling with a sense 

of inadequacy--they just can’t do it 

3. Those who are struggling hard against sin in their life and  

often failing  

 

Two Kinds: World vs. Kingdom encouragement--  

Wrong kind of encouragement-- You can do it, just grit your 

teeth and try harder! 

Right (biblical) kind of encouragement-- You can do it by the 

grace and strength of the Lord, who is with and in you. He will 

give you power to do His will as you step out in obedience.  

 

Encouragement can come through instruction from the 

scriptures-- 

Example -- People are motivated/encouraged to act as I instruct 

them in the dynamics of spiritual warfare  



 

End: How should encouragement be part of our Christian life 

with one another--note: related to praise for another  

 

1. All of us should both give and receive encouragement daily -

- keep an “encouragement” journal?  

2. Includes leaders and non-leaders, older and younger 

3. Start with family-- do we encourage each other?  

 

 

 


